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National Director’s Message
Nuclear technology has served Canada very well. But
anti-nuclear ideology is widespread. Raising questions and
concerns is good but only if it is done openly and honestly.
We can’t let that ideology dominate the conversation.
A candidate in the upcoming Ontario Provincial election asked me, what does the CNWC want. I answered, we
want to see decision makers openly discussing nuclear as an
important source of clean, reliable electricity, part of the solution for tackling climate change and ensuring discussions
are based on facts.
If you stick with the facts we believe nuclear speaks for
itself. When pressed further for a more specific answer I said
that obviously we would like to see the construction of new
nuclear generating stations.
A major obstacle is that people that believe in the importance
of nuclear power tend to share that message with
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The exclusion of nuclear in
the Government of Canada’s
recent Green Bond Framework was extremely disappointing. The framework
was developed without consultation. It is out of step
with other recent green
bond taxonomies, and is
not based on science. Most
important, it contradicts
the valuable support, praise
and leadership the federal
government is providing for
Small Modular Reactors.

So what’s stopping us? There is broad support for nuclear energy in Canada. We have more than 70 years’ experience with nuclear technology that was developed right here
in Canada. Nuclear technology provides numerous benefits
such as clean, reliable electricity, energy security, high quality employment, medical isotopes for our healthcare and the
innovation to support economic growth.

Ukraine, including charitable donations such as to the Red
Cross. Besides sending aid, our best contribution is to offer
our expert advice on how to redress the European and global
energy policies that emboldened Russia to launch this disastrous misadventure. Electrification based on nuclear energy
can, if pursued vigorously, break Europe’s dependence on
Russian natural gas and dramatically reduce Europe’s GHGs.
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Green bonds, green ROADs
Greenwash and green bonds “The biggest risk in sustainable finance is greenwash,” future Bank of Canada governor Tiff
Macklem told a Bloomberg conference in Toronto in September 2019. Since that time little has changed in the “green” part
of ESG-minded finance. No green bond today specifies an explicit consequence to failure to make good on the green part.
The Bruce Power green bond, floated in late November, is a rare if not unique exception to this, in that whatever promises
the utility makes to bondholders, regarding CO2 avoidance as the result of the company operations funded by the bond,
those promises are bankable. Where wind output is random, variable, and statistically clustered around the low end of
its capacity, Bruce’s output is always a high percentage of its capacity—flat, and predictable. Because of this, the BP green
bond issue was a groundbreaking event in utility finance.
Could the proceeds from a green bond help fund a hot water electrification effort, say in the City of Toronto? If it were
based on firm nuclear output, say from nuclear units that are routinely curtailed during surplus baseload events, then the
bond issuer could promise firm CO2 avoidance to bondholders. That’s provably not greenwash. Tiff might approve.
Federal green financing rule closes door on nuclear But what would he say about the current direction in Canadian
green bonds, as conceived by the Canadian federal government? The recently announced Green Bond Framework rules
nuclear out, in favour of spending more public money on the German approach: wind and solar. How would Tiff Macklem
classify the German approach? Is it a model to emulate, or a debacle to avoid? The German Energiewende has existed for
two decades. Germany poured half a trillion Euros into it. The result: electricity prices tripled, CO2 barely dropped, and
Germany will increase coal-fired generation until it figures out how to replace Russian natural gas.
In other words, Germany, after telling the world for two decades that it will transition to clean energy, will not transition to clean energy. The Energiewende did not work. It failed.
What does that say about the wisdom of Canada copying Germany? If Germany has failed with this approach, after an
enormous decades-long effort, why should Canada expect a different result? Germany has proved that renewable energy
without nuclear will never deliver the results we and the world need, no matter how much money and time we throw at it.
Claiming you are cutting CO2 while you actually emit more, fits the definition of greenwash.
When fighting cancer is the same as causing it Canada’s federal government has made nuclear power ineligible for
Green Bond financing, along with tobacco and fossil fuels. Yet Canadian nuclear reactors produce life saving materials,
like Molybdenum-99, the most widely used medical isotope in the world, and Cobalt-60, which fights cancer and sterilizes
blood to make it safe for transfusion to immunodeficient patients, including children. CANDU nuclear reactors, invented
in Canada by Canadians, have avoided the emission of literally hundreds of billions of tons of greenhouse gases into our
planet’s atmosphere. The nuclear sector provides steady well-paid employment for over 70,000 Canadians, who pay taxes
and contribute to the nation’s economy. Canada’s government apparently believes that nuclear power, which fights and
prevents cancer, is as bad as tobacco, which causes it. Nuclear, which keeps the air clean, is as bad as tobacco and fossil
fuels, which pollute it. This is simply unacceptable. CNWC’s statement on the federal green bond framework is here.
There is a ray of hope in this domain, however. Ontario’s government announced it will create a carbon offset program.
Nuclear thus far has not been excluded from eligibility.
Pickering exit highlights urgent need to plan new bulk supply In 2024, Pickering, a major source of clean electricity
supply, will exit the Ontario grid. Ontario sleepwalks toward electrification as if new supply will just materialize. The federal minister of climate change actually tweeted in support of Pickering shutting down, contradicting his denial to Chris
Keefer in Glasgow that his is anti nuclear, and doing his best to undercut efforts to fix Ontario’s looming supply shortage.

By the numbers
Green bonds: the ROAD to perdition or redemption? If you were a bond investor planning for the long term, how would
you decide which green securities to invest in? Is one the same as another? Let’s say you wanted to assess the performance
of a green bond that funded a fleet of wind farms with a total capacity of 120 megawatts. One obvious way to find out
would be to compare the farm’s actual performance with what was claimed in the bond. Let’s say that a green bond had
financed Suncor’s wind farms in Alberta and Ontario, and that it claimed these would avoid 138,758 tons of CO2 per year.
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The assumption for this claim isn’t hard to figure out: 120, 000 kilowatts × 8760 hours per year = 1, 051, 200, 000 ×
0.33 capacity factor = 346, 896, 000 kWh × 400 grams CO2 per kWh = 138, 758 tons. A further assumption is that every kWh
of output the wind farm produces displaces an equivalent amount of fossil generation (in this case, natural gas).
Wrong assumption But does a kWh of wind really displace a kWh of fossil? Wind output is essentially a random
variable between zero and maximum capacity. Statistically,
most wind output measurements are clustered near the
low end of the range of possible values (hence the 0.33 capacity factor). Their statistical correlation with demand is
weak. Given that electricity supply must equal demand at
all times, is it correct to assume that wind megawatts are
systemically interchangeable with fossil megawatts? It is
not. The bottom right plot in the figure gives a more accurate picture of a wind asset’s ability to actually displace
fossil generation—Suncor’s Adelaide, Chin Chute, and Magrath assets are wind farms in Ontario and Alberta.

Power generation portfolio CO2 balance, Suncor vs TC Energy in Ontario and Alberta:
snapshot of the hour preceeding Fri Mar 25 at 07 AM Eastern Time
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Wind: baseload but not really Though wind is often classified as baseload supply, or is subtracted from system demand for the purpose of dispatch strategy, it is not a component of baseload. The system operator does not designate
a tranche of demand to be supplied exclusively by wind.
Rather, the operator ensures there is enough non-random
supply to meet a tranche of demand that includes a portion
of wind output. In a fossil system like Alberta, that means
wind does not displace fossil generation.
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Right assumption Nuclear output, on the other hand, is not a random variable. Nuclear runs at or near capacity, often
for hundreds of days at a time. A kWh of nuclear generation does displace a kWh of baseload fossil supply. Hence nuclear’s
high ROAD (ratio of output to assigned demand) score in the plot.
Proper comparison For a prospective green bond investor, these facts should be available for comparison, as we’ve done
in the figure above. The comparisons in the lower right plot are comparisons per installed MW of capacity. The more MW
installed of that generation type, the more you can determine their overall effect on whichever grid they are installed in. If
there are a lot of MW of nuclear, you’ll see lower grid CIPK—that’s because all the in-service MW are displacing equivalent
amounts of fossil. Only a maximum of 88 percent of the in-service wind MW can displace fossil, and that occurs only rarely.
Most wind “displacement” is less than 30 percent; the other 70 percent of that assigned demand tranche is being supplied
with combustible fueled generation. The grid-level effect is shown in the upper right plot.
Most green bonds financing wind/solar projects that specify the amount of CO2 avoided make the mistake of assuming
100 percent fossil displacement for every MWh generated.

Our major employers
Another record, more avoided CO2 , more lifesaving isotopes from Bruce Power Bruce Unit 5 came offline in early
February for scheduled maintenance after an amazing 591 days of continuous service. That run started on Sunday, June 21,
2020. During that time, unit 5 avoided over 4.2 million tons of CO2 and made over $744 million worth of electricity. Bruce
broke its previous Unit 5 continuous operation record of 556 days on New Years Day this year. It was an unusually cold January, and Bruce 5 ran at or close to capacity every minute, as did all Ontario nuclear units not out for refurbishment. As
we’ve mentioned many times, these kinds of records are commonplace in the nuclear generation world. Still, the obvious
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is worth repeating: no other scalable class of generation can match that kind of performance. No other class of generation
can be scaled at current operating sites and emit no GHGs while producing billions of dollars of revenue for investors.
During its 591 day campaign, Bruce 5 also made Cobalt-60, a vital and widely used medical isotope. Along with performing maintenance while the unit is offline, CNWC workers will harvest Co-60 from the reactor. Co-60 sterilizes millions
of medical instruments and tons of food, kills cancer tumours, and measures thickness of materials.
On the SMR front, the Canadian federal government announced funding for a 5-megawatt Westinghouse eVinci Microreactor. Bruce Power last year collaborated with Westinghouse to determine the feasibility of using this machine at
mines and remote communities. While the conclusion was positive, there is really only one remote community in Canada,
Iqaluit, where the electrical load is comparable to the reactor’s output. Of course, 5 MW opens the door to numerous completely energy self sufficient remote communities. We hope to see development soon.
OPG eyes new build outside Ontario as NB eyes GEH BWR SMR as potentially faster way to 2030 coal phaseout Last
issue we noted that OPG selected GEH’s boiling water SMR as the technology for Darlington B. While we continue to urge
our employer to reconsider its plans for the Pickering station and site, we cannot overemphasize the importance of new
nuclear build in Ontario. Not only does it provide the zero-carbon basis for general electrification, it re-establishes our
biggest employer as the pre-eminent nuclear builder in Canada. At a stroke, OPG becomes integral in the de-coalification
of Canada’s four fossil provinces: Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, and especially Alberta. Of these, NB is the
closest to new build—it has to phase out coal-fired generation by 2030, and that is just around the corner
OPG’s new subsidiary PowerON announced mid-February a 20 year partnership with TTC. Recall in the September
2021 Newsletter we mentioned OPG’s involvement with TTC’s e-bus program. OPG’s press release says PowerOn will help
TTC “design, build, co-invest, and operate the charging and related electrical infrastructure to support electrification of the
TTC, including its fleet and facilities.” We’re pleased to see a major employer in such agreement with the recommendations in our Electrification Policy Series.
The OPG and BWXT subsidiary Laurentis made progress on the health care front as well, shipping in early February, for
the first time ever, Molybdenum targets to Darlington, where they’ll be bombarded with power reactor neutrons to make
Mo-99, the world’s most-used medical isotope. Power is important, but nuclear is more than just power.
NB Power seeks long term license for Lepreau as positions change and zero carbon deadline looms A Liberal member
of New Brunswick’s provincial legislature wondered out loud how NB Power will pull off getting a novel nuclear technology
licensed and built in time to meet the federal coal phaseout deadline. René Legacy (Bathurst West-Beresford) wants the
utility to look to Ontario, where OPG recently settled on a scaled-down boiling water reactor, for assistance in nuclearizing
Belledune, NB’s coal station. This as NB Power asked CNCS for a license renewal that will allow it to run Pt Lepreau for a further 25 years. This requested is “based on some improvements that the [CNSC] has made, but also on the very strong safety
and reliability performance that we’ve seen from all the Canadian nuclear stations,” said the utility’s director of regulatory
and external affairs.
This development comes as New Brunswick grapples with the global problem of which technological route to take
to decarbonize energy. The “contenders” are nuclear and renewables, but in reality only nuclear has proven it can deliver
round the clock bulk zero-emitting power. Renewables—wind and solar—are popular but ineffective and unreliable.
This is literally a question of life or death. Energy is literally how we stay alive in winter. We are so used to a reliable
supply of it that we take it for granted. Our energy debate is literally this: will we elect to rely on a steady supply of energy
to cleanly run our society and economy, or will we pretend to do so while in fact relying on a steady supply of fossil energy?
In the June 2021 edition of the CNWC Newsletter we reported the economic dimensions of this debate, as they relate
to wind power in New Brunswick. It costs NB Power 1 cent per kWh to “balance” the effect of wind variability on the grid.
The act of “balancing” wind really means throttling fossil-fired power plant output to cover rises and falls in wind—supply
must match demand at all times, or the grid will break. This begs the question: if the grid operator has to balance wind
with other generators and those other generators are fossil-powered, then what is the point of having wind? The objective,
remember, is to decarbonize electricity.
Kinectrics research moves to high demand implications of electrification The late-January 2022 cold snap in eastern
North America was a challenge for utilities, including Hydro Quebec, which we crowned the continental Heavyweight
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Champion of electric heating. On January 21, HQ was generating over 40,300 MW, smashing the record (from 10 days earlier) of 39,900. The heavy heating demand caused numerous outages in the Quebec system, at exactly the worst time.
Many of the outages were because of blown transformers.
When the champion of electric heating falters at such a critical time, that’s serious. Why did it happen? The simple answer is, heavy load for many consecutive days (increased rate of cumulative heat loss). Beginning early January, the region
was in wave after wave of deep freezes.
Quebec is a very high voltage system. One of Kinectrics’s offerings is diagnostic services for high-voltage substations.
At no time is electrical infrastructure more critically important than extreme cold events; the consequences of failure
are much more dire than in heatwaves. We are sure HQ’s post mortem assessment of these outages will include futureproofing its system from such events. We hope our employer Kinectrics can play a role with that.
Cameco on the heating-related political crisis in Kazahkstan In early January, protests in Mangistau Kazahkstan over
the skyrocketing price of propane—used in the country both as heating and transport fuel—spun into deadly riots
Kazahkstan is a major world uranium supplier, and CNWC employer Cameco was asked to comment on what impact
the unrest might have on world uranium markets. Cameco replied that it’s too early to tell if the situation might add to
already existing disruptions like the pandemic, but it underscores the importance of maintaining multiple supply sources
like currently mothballed mines in Canada and the US. Reuters took that to mean Cameco is poised to resume production
at those facilities, and Cameco was obliged to correct that.

In short...
Quebec sees challenges in January cold, imports continuously from Ontario Electric heating in Quebec is that province’s
biggest energy demand, by far, and by far the most important for the province’s electric utility to meet. While on balance
through most of the year, Quebec exports more power to Ontario than it imports from Ontario, each month sees between
25 and 100+ changes in flow direction at the biggest interprovincial electrical intertie. And in cold snaps, Quebec’s provincial neighbour to the west is an absolutely vital source of supply, as was underscored in January.
In fact, with the massive electrification already underway in Quebec, the provincial electric utility now feels it must
scale back the expectations of prospective cryptocurrency miners, datacentre operators, hydrogen producers, and other
heavy electricity users who want to take advantage of Quebec’s famously low-carbon power. A recent Journal de Montréal
article reports Hydro Quebec sent a letter to around 30 prospective new domestic and foreign power users each of whose
usage would exceed 50 megawatts. The letter warned “ It is important ... that you demonstrate healthy prudence in the
implementation of your projects until they are clearly accepted by Hydro-Québec.” Prospective new demand-intensive
projects in Quebec total around 10,000 MW. “It’s too much. Even if we wanted to, it would be impossible to support all
these projects,” a utility spokesperson told Le Journal.
In light of this reality, it is remarkable that some people still think Quebec could supply Ontario all through the year
with thousands of megawatts of hydropower. Quebec has barely begun its “new” electrification, automobiles. When that
effort is complete, the roughly 8 million cars in Quebec will be electric. That will add an entire new heating demand, keeping drivers and passengers warm in winter. If anything, Quebec’s winter heating challenges will be more acute. Companies
like CNWC employer Kinectrics will get a lot of business helping Hydro Quebec assure its customers get reliable power
through whatever cold snap Mother Nature throws their way.
There is no way Quebec hydropower could replace thousand-megawatt sources of baseload electrical supply in Ontario. Certain segments of the policymaking public need to wean themselves off the gauzy notion that anything other than
in-province bulk generation can solve Ontario’s looming supply shortage.
CNWC CCTN Newsletter is published four times a year by the Canadian
Nuclear Workers’ Council.
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Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council
The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear industries
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council (CNWC) is an umbrella organization
of Unions representing workers in all sectors of the Canadian nuclear industry. Founded in 1993, it represents sectors including electric power utilities,
uranium mining and processing, radioisotope production for medical and
industrial purposes, nuclear research, construction and trades in Ontario and
labour councils in host communities.
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Members include Locals of: International Association of Firefighters • Atomic
Energy Allied Council • Canadian Union of Public Employees • International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers • International Association of Machinists
& Aerospace Workers • International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers • Power Workers’ Union • Provincial Building and Construction
Trades Council of Ontario • Professional Institute of The Public Service of
Canada • Society of United Professionals • Society of Professional Engineers
and Associates • United Steel Workers • UNIFOR • District Labour Councils
(Grey/Bruce, Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland, and Saint John).
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What others are saying
How did OPG settle on GEH BWR SMR for Darlington? An insider walks through the
decision
“ So maybe we start with an SMR, the whole point of them being modular, the ability to build more of
them at rapid pace. And we scanned that and we came down to some simple criteria. Are you interested in
Canada? Are there geopolitical considerations that would exclude you? Is it the right size? Does it seem to
have the right technological readiness level that it could be construction license application by 2022, deployed by 2028? And we use those kinds of criteria to say, Let’s get down to 10 options. We went out to those
10 and we said, show me. Show me what you got. Show me what you propose. Don’t make up new stuff. Just
tell me what you got. We did a review of that, got down to six. nd we got down to six and now it’s like, Okay,
now let’s talk a little bit more seriously about all the features... . We’re going to check it against my list of
what I want, ask them a whole whack of questions, spend some quality time with the [vendor]. And kind of
went through that process with those six. And then by the fall of 2020, we had come down to three.
...
“To be realistic here, what we are aiming at is other non- or low-emitting GHG options. In Ontario, what we
foresee is an increasing need for electrification: electrification of home heating, of the transportation sector.
The energy grid in Ontario is 90 something percent GHG-free.
...
“Dominated by hydro, nuclear, and there’s some wind and solar. And we run gas plants only when we have
to. We have no coal. Closing coal and replacing it with nuclear units coming back online a decade or so ago
was a huge climate change success. We’ve demonstrated this can be done.
...
“France is pretty damn good, too. So we know that nuclear has a contribution to make. And so we’ve been
forecasting 20 years, 30 years into the future, kind of going, well, there’s not a lot we can do in the grid. But
there’s a lot you can do in transportation, industry, home heating. But the way you do it is you need to stop
people using natural gas to heat their homes. You need to stop them from using gasoline in their cars. And
the only way you can do that is if you produce clean electricity at a good rate and you have the right means
of getting it to people. ” [emphasis in original]
Source: Titans of Nuclear interview with Robin Manley, VP of New Nuclear Development, Ontario Power Generation, interview published November 10, 2021 [prior to OPG’s announcment that it had selected GEH’s
SMR]. https://www.titansofnuclear.com/experts/robinmanley

Worth repeating (on the Wheatley, Ontario gas explosion, August 26
2021, discussed in the September 2021 Newsletter)
“’About 300 people are still not allowed to return to their homes, and 38 of Wheatley’s businesses remain
closed. There’s no estimate for when, or if, everyone will be allowed to return home permanently—or
whether the destroyed buildings can even be rebuilt. [Don Shropshire, the chief administrative officer for
Chatham-Kent,] said it may prove impossible to ever safely reopen the area around the blast.
“Wheatley residents have gone from shock to dismay to anger that more hasn’t been done to solve the
mystery of the explosion or to start working on repairs. The province has committed about $3.96 million
in assistance, but several shop owners said they have yet to see any of that money. They believe individual
payments will be far short of what they will need to restart business. ”
Source: “Mysterious Gas Leak Unnerves Canadian Town” The New York Times, January 11 2022
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/11/world/canada/wheatley-ontario-gas-explosion.html
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